
2018 Tours Description: 
Phone Number: 808-679-1938 Alt: 808-222-4267

Customer Service Hours of Operation: 24hr

Customer Service Email: opt@oahuphotographytours.com

Booking Notification Email: opt@oahuphotographytours.com

Waiver Required? No


All tours include: 
• Free pickup and drop off from Waikiki hotel 

• Free Tripod

• Free Wi-Fi in OPT vans

• Entrance fees


All Private tours include: 
• Free pickup and drop off from Waikiki hotel 

• Free Tripod

• Free Wi-Fi in OPT vans

• Entrance fees

• No one else in group

• Downloadable photos taken from tour by guide 


Not Included:  
• Food purchases for all tours


Guest type & Age Range: 
• Adult 18-99

• Child 6-17

• Infant 0-5

• Military & Kama’aina 


What to bring on tour: 
• Camera

• Water

• Sunscreen

• Hat

• Closed toed shoes 




Circle Island Sunrise Tour 
Tour length: 10-hours 
 

Pick up: 5:30 AM +/-30m 

Drop off: 3:30 PM+/-30m 

Available:  Sun, Tues., Thurs. Sat 

Sites Visited: 

•    Sandys' Beach for Oahu’s Sunrise

•    Makapu’u Beach Lookout & Lighthouse

•    Waimanalo Bay (weekdays only)

•    Ko’olau Mountains

•    Kalapawai Market for breakfast (not catered)

•    Kaneohe Bay Lookout

•    Byodo-In Temple (admission included)

•    Waiahole

•    Kualoa Beach Park (“Chinaman’s Hat”)

•    Kahuku Farm Lands

•    Banzai Pipeline

•    Shark’s Cove

•    Pu’u O Mahuka (weekends only)

•    Turtle Beach

•    Dole Plantation 


Short Description 

Our celebrated Circle Island Sunrise photo tour will guide you through a 10-hour circuit of 
O’ahu. You will get to photograph and experience ancient natural beauty, cultural hubs, 
Hawaiian wildlife and the peaceful design of a temple shrine. The time will pass by as you will 
be having so much fun on this highly rated tour! 


From sunrise on the Eastside of Oahu to the iconic North Shore, our Circle Island Sunrise tour 
brings you through locations like Makapu’u Beach Lookout, Waimanalo Bay, extinct volcanoes, 
century-old marketplaces, lush forests and hidden nature spots. Plus, one of our last stops will 
be searching for turtles. Capture great content, have fun, and become an expert on the rich 
diversity and beauty that Oahu has to offer! You’ll create memories to cherish as well as 
personal keepsakes from your trip. 


Long Description 

Join us on our celebrated Circle Island Sunrise Photo Tour and enjoy over 10 hours of 
adventuring to the islands majestic attractions and capturing the epic beauty of Oahu through 
photography. We’ve curated a truly memorable Hawaii tour with a selection of sight locations 
to serve as top photography content of Hawaii. We don’t like to brag, but there’s a reason why 
the Circle Island Sunrise Photo Tour is the most popular among creatives and adventurers 
alike: there are no other tours that will guide you through such an abundance of breathtaking 
views. Capture great content, have fun with your camera, and enjoy it all in the warm company 
of loved ones and new friends you make on tour!




We begin the day on the East side of Oahu at the stunning location of Sandy Beach. Arriving in 
time to catch the sunrise, you’ll have the opportunity to photograph the drama of daylight as it 
casts away the night.


Next, we’ll continue along the scenic Kaiwi shoreline, stopping at Makapu’u Lookout and 
Makapu’u Beach, where you can play with distance to capture spectacular landscapes. You 
will be guided to spots of epic natural phenomena, including giant tide pools, the dwelling 
places of extinct volcanoes, and a hidden blowhole. You’ll even have the chance to capture the 
famous Makapu’u lighthouse trademark, an essential image of any Oahu photography tour!


Moving on to Waimanalo Bay Beach Park, ranked as the number one beach in America. The 
longest uninterrupted white-sand beach on all of Oahu lined with unique Australian ironwood 
trees creates a dynamic interplay between the visual elements of earth, sky, and water, and 
adds a real richness to your Hawaii photos.


Next stop is on the Windward coast at the magnificent Ko’olau Mountains. To stand in the 
presence of these ancient formations creates an energy of pure appreciation. Experience the 
atmosphere and capture the memory through gorgeous photographs before heading off to the 
Kalapawai Market for a tasty breakfast. This market has been a part of Hawaiian life since 1932 
and offers a wide selection of food and drink that will melt your taste buds!


After recharging with a satisfying breakfast, this Hawaii tour will head over to a lookout of 
Kaneohe Bay to soak in the view of crystal clear waters. This site is one of the must-do 
activities in Oahu because it’s one of the largest sandbars in the world! Knock that off your 
Hawaii tour bucket list!


Cruising over to the Byodo-In Temple brings the focus onto architectural design and themes of 
spiritual mindfulness and the esoteric. The Byodo-In Temple is a non-denominational shrine 
located on the island of Oahu in Hawaii in the Valley of the Temples.


Our Circle Island Sunrise tour continues to pass through Waiahole before stopping at Kualoa 
Beach Park to see the small island officially named Mokoli'i, but more commonly known as 
Chinaman’s Hat. We’ll then head to the Windward coast to view the country scenery, local and 
colorful fruit stands, and a stunning 150-year-old Banyan tree as we make our way to the 
famous North Shore.


Depending on the time of year, you’ll witness the world-famous Banzai Pipeline and the 
daredevil surfers who test the power unleashed through oceanic waves, or you’ll search for the 
beloved Hawaiian Green Sea Turtle who basks on white sandy beaches.

Our final stop is at the Dole Plantation. Here you’ll get to taste the popular pineapple sorbet 
and photograph Rainbow Eucalyptus trees.


At the end of this curated photography tour of Oahu, your fun-filled day will leave you with an 
array of quality photographs. Bring your images home to share with loved ones and carry 
forward your enjoyment of photography play! Most importantly, you’ll have preserved the 
memories you’ve made to last a lifetime on the best Hawaii tour in the islands!




Hawaiian Sunset Tour  
 
Tour length: 5.5 hours 

Pick up: 2:00 PM +/-30m 

Drop off:  7:30PM+/-30m 

Availability: Sun, Wed, and Sat.  

Sites Visited: 

•    Hanauma Bay Lookout

•    Lana'i Lookout

•    Koko Crater Botanical Garden 

•    Makapu’u Beach Lookout

•    Ai Love Nalo or Ono Steak & Shrimps (not catered)

•    Halona Blow Hole

•    Spitting Caves for Sunset


Short Description  

“Hawaiian Sunset” photo tour not only positions you in perfect timing to capture a brilliant 
sunset, but you get to take pictures of the sun rays as they touch and graze the topography of 
Oahu Island’s Windward side.


Be humbled by the vast terrain of Hanauma Bay. Be nourished by the fresh air of calmness, 
and carry this excited state forward for the remaining of the day as you encounter the smells of 
hundreds of Plumeria flowers at a botanical garden in a volcanic crater. Then, the Ko’olau 
Mountains up close and personal at the Makapu'u Lookout. This lookout is one of the favorite 
spots for people taking a Hawaii photography tour. Please the senses at Ai Love Nalo or Ono 
Steaks, a specially chosen food stop that specializes in Hawaiian and Hawaii-inspired dishes. 
All meals will be prepared with locally produced and health-conscious ingredients to hold 
faithful to a theme of mindfulness.


Continue to the Halona blow-hole to capture the stunning landscape of East Oahu. You’ll get 
the chance to see tide pools, late-stage volcanic eruptions, and, depending on the time of year, 
you may even spot a Humpback whale. Be prepared to capture vibrant blue waves crashing 
into unique rock formations in the world!


After all the excitement, we’ll prepare to photograph Hawaii’s most classic sunset on the 
Eastern tip of Oahu, where you’ll capture the sun dropping down the sky along the sea cliff 
walls. The beauty can only be first hand witnessed, not described, on our Hawaiian Sunset 
Tour.


Long Description 

Oahu Photography Tours’ Hawaiian Sunset Photo Tour not only positions you in perfect timing 
to capture brilliant colors of a Hawaiian sunset, but you get to take pictures of the sun-rays as 
they touch and graze the topography of Oahu Island’s Windward side. The cool breezes on top 
of mountains, calming effects of a Buddhist temple, delicious local food not found in Waikiki, 



paragliders flying over lighthouses, and sea cliffs on the water’s edge will have you saying “I 
never want to leave Hawaii” after this tour.


Begin your journey high above the clear waters of Hanauma Bay. Ask your guide to discuss the 
feature of this world renowned bay. Let’s drive to the Lana'i lookout. The blue colors of the 
Kawai channel are both breathtaking and overwhelming. Depending on the time of year, you 
may spot the Hawaiian born Humped-backed whale. A pull up into Koko Crater Botanical 
garden is next on the list. Beautiful and intricate grooves of Plumeria will have you stopping to 
smell and photograph these bright tropical flowers. The spirit of this location is pleasing and 
benefits all visitors with a sense of inner peace, serenity, and of course by providing the gift of 
beautiful images.


Centered and inspired, you’ll be brought up close and personal with the Ko’olau Mountains at 
the Makapu'u lookout for an unforgettable experience with this protected landscape. You’ll 
understand why this location was designated as a National Natural Landmark in 1972 because 
preserving the pure quality of this natural feat is worth appreciating. Anyone looking for 
memorable things to do in Oahu will feel the value in sharing space with the majestic Ko’olau 
Mountains.


After all of the excitement, the Hawaiian Sunset Island Tour will take a break to satisfy our 
appetites at Ai Love Nalo or Ono Steaks & Shrimp, which specializes in Hawaiian and Hawaii-
inspired dishes. All meals are served with locally produced and health-conscious ingredients.


Let's watch the Halona Blow spout off while our delicious food settles in our bellies. We could 
be super lucky to see the water shoot up over our heads at this movie location and favorite 
photo spot. After snapping the shots of the Blow Hole and Eternity Beach, we’ll prepare to 
photograph Hawaii’s most epic sunset on the Eastern tip of Oahu, where you’ll capture the sun 
dropping down the sky along the sea cliff walls. This beauty can only be witnessed by you and 
you alone, unless you use one of our smart opine tripods to stream the event. See you on our 
Hawaii Sunset Tour.


Golden Sunrise Tour 
 
Tour length:  5.5 hours

 
Pick up: 5:30 AM+/-30m 

Drop off: 11:00AM+/-30m


Availability: Mon, Wed, Fri


Sites visited:


•    Kaiwi coastline for sunrise

•    Sandy Beach 

•    Makapu’u Lookout & Lighthouse

•    Waimanalo Bay

•    Ko’olau Mountains

•    Kalapawai Market (not catered)

•    Pali Lookout (admission included)

•    Tantalus Lookout out




Short Description 


Are you an early bird who loves photographing epic, natural beauty? Or perhaps you are 
wondering what to do at 5 am as you will be jet-lagged and waking up on mainland time. Are 
you looking to experience the richness of Hawaii’s Oahu Island? We invite you to our Golden 
Sunrise Photo Tour! 


Be guided to some of the biggest hot spots of Oahu Island to capture stunning photographs 
and be home in time for lunch. This 5.5-hour tour kicks off under the brilliance of the rising sun 
and takes you on a journey to witness oceanic views and the stellar topography of the two 
National Natural Landmarks located in Oahu. 


Experience Sandy Beach, Makapu’u Lookout, Waimanalo Bay, and viewing the Ko’olau 
Mountains from two locations, we highlight how every angle, frame, and perspective of a 
subject is unique and tells a different story. We give you plenty of time to explore the landscape 
and capture photographs that you will love. 


Long Description 

Oahu Photography Tours offer a “Golden Sunrise” photo tour for those who are looking for a 
shorter time commitment but whom also wish to experience significant scenic locations on 
Oahu Island. We’ve put together an itinerary that guides you through gorgeous and dynamic 
scenes while also creating space for your freedom to explore to capture photographs that 
you’ll cherish on this sunrise tour.


We start the day on a high note, beginning our guided sunrise photo tour at the infamous 
Sandy Beach to capture the sun breaking over the horizon. Witness how the sun lights up the 
sky and the Pacific Ocean with pure brilliance, giving you the opportunity to capture interesting 
photos of its splendor.


After sunrise, we move on to the beautiful Makapu'u Lookout. These locations are mindfully 
chosen for the views of East Oahu’s stunning landscape. With an abundance of beautiful sights 
to soak in, we encourage our guests to capture panoramic photos of the area to capture the 
perfect picture of Hawaii’s natural landscape.


Continuing to Waimanalo Bay Beach Park, ranked as the #1 beach in America, you’ll visit the 
longest uninterrupted white-sand beach on Oahu. This famous Hawaiian destination is 
something you must do when visiting Oahu. Imagine it now: A beach lined with old growth and 
unique Australian ironwood trees, blending the elements of air, earth, and water. Your 
photographs will reflect the good health of this natural environment! Not to mention how 
amazing they will look printed out on your wall for everyone to enjoy.


Our next stop up the Windward Coast of Oahu is a view of the majestic Ko’olau Mountains. 
Behold the sight of ancient rock formations that were formed over 1 million years ago by the 
formidable forces of exploding volcanoes and massive earthquakes. It will surely take your 
breath away.


Next, we head off to a local treasure. The Kalapawai Market is the best stop for a delicious and 
truly satisfying breakfast. This market has been a part of Hawaiian life since 1932. The market 
offers an array of food and drinks options to please every pallet.




Our next stop on the Golden Sunrise Photo Tour lands us at the beautiful Ko’olau Mountains at 
the infamous and historical Pali Lookout. This site was chosen by Ansel Adams himself after he 
beheld the majestic qualities of these cliffs. We will end the morning enjoying a grand view of 
the Waikiki skyline on the tip of the famous Tantalus Lookout. Recognizing the enormous 
potential this location has for capturing beautiful photographs, we knew it qualified as a big 
send off of any memorable Oahu photo tour. Trust us, once you get there, you’ll understand! 


The North Shore Tour  

Tour length: 8.5 hours 
 
Pick up: 6:30 AM

 
Drop off:  3:00 PM 

Availability: Mon, Tues, Thur, Fri


Sites visited: 

•    Green World Coffee Farm

•    Famous Hale'iwa Sign

•    Sharks Cove or Waimea Bay

•    Waimea Falls (admission and trolly ride up included)

•    Waimea Botanical Gardens 

•    Sunset Beach or Banzai Pipeline

•    Pu'u o Mahuka Heiau

•    North Shore Lookout

•    Turtles!

•    Food Trucks (not catered) 

•    Walk Historic Haleiwa Town

•    Shave Ice (not catered)


Short Description 

We are known for our North Shore Tour as a high energy and undeniably exciting photography 
adventure for surf and nature lovers as well the coffee connoisseurs. We’re going on an epic 
sightseeing tour for brag-worthy photo content! Get your morning coffee fix by tasting 100% 
Hawaiian coffee at the Coffee Farm. 


The buzz only grows as we hit up a lovely waterfall by trolly ride. Bring your bathing suit if you 
wish to feel the refreshing spring waters of Waimea. Then enjoy a leisurely nature walk through 
a beautiful botanical garden. The popular North Shore Tour takes you to two world-famous 
surfer hubs: Waimea Bay and the Banzai Pipeline. Snap photos of perfect waves and 
Daredevils in the winter or amazing ocean colors in the summer. Your pictures are going to be 
amazing no matter what time of year you join!  

We will get the best photo of the Hawaiian green sea turtle basking in the sun or in the waters 
close t the shoreline. Then head into historical Haleiwa town for tasty food trucks, shave ice 
and local art. 




Long Description 

Oahu Photography Tours offers a specialty North Shore Tour for those wishing to experience 
the infamous North Shore of Oahu. You’ll be in excitement on a sightseeing adventure curated 
intentionally to include unforgettable views that make for gorgeous photographs. Expect 
pristine beaches, pounding shore breaks, surfing daredevils, the green sea turtle, waterfalls, 
and this is only a taste of what’s to come!


We kick start the day at Green World Coffee Farm, a small local farm known for producing 
excellent 100% Hawaiian coffee. Get your caffeine fix while acquainting yourself with the 
unique flavor locked in Hawaiian coffee. Don’t forget to get a photo next to the world-famous 
“Haleiwa" town sign!


Next, we head over to the legendary dive spot of Sharks cove, a significant hotspot during the 
summer months for free-diving and scuba diving. Be consumed by the panoramic views and 
see if you can capture the atmosphere’s spaciousness in your photos!


Afterwards, we head to Waimea Falls and enjoy a trolley ride to get an excellent vantage of the 
cascading waterfall where you can jump in if you have bathing shorts with you. You’ll be able to 
photograph this force of nature from a great perspective as it sprays mist and pounds water 
onto lava rocks. There will be time for you to explore the beautiful meandering pathways 
weaving through the flora and lush tropical jungle as we make our way back to the park 
entrance. You may even be lucky enough to spot a rare native Hawaiian bird perched on native 
trees – bring your zoom on this tour!


Next, we cruise over to the Banzai Pipeline in search of the perfect wave: crisp, fluid, and 
rolling. These are the kind of waves you’ll find on Oahu’s North Shore, a top Oahu attraction for 
surf lovers. Stretching for more than 7 miles, the spectacular beaches of the North Shore host 
the world’s premier surfing competitions during the peak wintertime months, including the 
Super Bowl of wave riding and the Vans Triple Crown of surfing. These massive waves can 
sometimes swell up to forty feet! The big, glassy winter waves of this legendary surf mecca 
attract the best surfers in the world.


Before heading to lunch, we will stop by Turtle Beach to look for the basking Hawaii Green Sea 
Turtle. Being one of the only sea turtle in the world that lays itself on the white sand, you will 
have the chance to capture one of a kind photographs of the prehistoric reptile. A local 
volunteer group will be able to tell you who is laying on the beach along with their weight, age, 
and sex. It’s an exceptional site to see, and unfortunately, we cannot guarantee you will see the 
turtles on the beach, but we will make sure to do our very best to make that happen.


Oahu's North Shore is also home to a flourishing food truck scene, and we take full advantage 
this delicious variety of food by stopping in to enjoy lunch. There is a hui (a lot) of meals to 
choose from to please every pallet: Enjoy anything from garlic shrimp, fresh fish, and jambalaya 
to Nutella crepes and Acai bowls right on the outskirts of Haleiwa! Oh, so ono!


To walk off the meal, we stroll through the charming town of Haleiwa, a pleasant town filled 
with local style, country ambiance, and cool surf shops, boutiques, and art galleries. Locals say 
that if you want to experience the atmosphere of Hawaii from 50 years ago, visit the North 
Shore! For those who love a real time warp, this is a must-do activity on Hawaii’s North Shore.


Before heading back to Waikiki, we’re sure to take you to get a “shave ice” treat to top off a 
day of terrific memories and fantastic photos!  




Beautiful Hawaii Tour 
 
Tour length: 5.5 hours

 
Pick up: 9:30 AM

 
Drop off:  3:00 AM 

Availability: Sun, Mon, Wed, Fri, and Sat 

Sites visited: 

•    Tantalus Lookout

•    Pali Lookout (admission included)

•    Ko’olau Mountains

•    Waimanalo Bay

•    Ono Steaks & Shrimp Shack (not catered) 

•    Makapu’u Beach Lookout

•    Sandy's Beach 

•    The Blow Hole Lookout

•    Lana’i Lookout

•    Hanauma Bay


Short Description 

Our accessible Beautiful Hawaii Tour is must do photography activity on Hawaii’s Windward 
coast! Perfect for anyone who prefers a later start to the day, shorter walks, as well as lovers of 
nature. A 5.5-hour circuit takes you on a journey to bask in the glory of natural attractions, 
historical sights, and photo-worthy attractions offered by “the gathering place,” our home and 
island, Oahu! 

Start the tour with the panoramic views of the Waikiki and Honolulu Skyline at the lesser known 
Tantalus Lookout. Next, a dose of history meets you at the Pali Lookout, where King 
Kamehameha united Oahu under his rule during an epic battle.  

Then, come face to face with the Ko’olau mountains. Followed by the white sands of 
Waimanalo. Local food fills the belly before you’re left breathless from the views of Makapu’u 
Beach Lookout and Hanauma Bay.

 
Bring your camera and snap everlasting photos as you create new memories of a lifetime!


Long Description 

Oahu Photography Tours offer a “Beautiful Hawaii” 5.5-hour photo tour, an accessible Hawaii 
tour option for individuals who prefer a later start in the day, shorter walks, and the opportunity 
to photograph majestic locations around our beautiful island of Oahu. This tour focuses on 



paying homage to the stunning blue ocean waters and expansive skies of “the gathering 
place,” our island home, Oahu!


At our first stop, we will go over your camera and make sure you are ready to capture the 
panoramic views from the lesser traveled Tantalus Lookout. Letting the mountain breeze and 
fresh air cool you off in the heat of the day, you’ll see from Diamond Head to Pearl Harbor from 
this great perch, and you might be able to spot out your hotel from up there!


Pali Lookout is next on the itinerary, which offers panoramic views of the sheer Ko’olau cliffs 
and lush windward coast. Fun fact: The name “Pali” means ‘cliff’ in Hawaiian! Wait to until you 
see the height of this cliff! The Pali Lookout is also a site of profound historical significance. 
This lookout is where King Kamehameha successfully conquered Oahu under his rule, after 
winning the Battle of Nuuanu in 1795. While you photograph the sites, your guide will share the 
history of this location. Be sure to ask your guide about the painting by Herb Kane that depicts 
the intense battle of Nuuanu.


Now we pass through the Pali tunnels to the Windward side of Oahu where you will photograph 
the Ko’olau Mountains. You will understand why this mountain range is a Natural National 
Monument in the United States when you are face to face to this range. If you look close, you 
might see the white cattle Egret flying overhead, resembling a Jurassic Park scene. 

Before lunch, we walk along Oahu Island’s longest uninterrupted white-sand beach at 
Waimanalo Bay Beach Park. This beach carries the honor of being named the #1 beach in 
America, and the reason why will become undeniably apparent when your eyes witness the 
white sand mixed with the turquoise waters. Lined with old growth Australian ironwood trees, 
you’ll adore the atmosphere made delicious by the elements of earth, sky, and water blending 
in a single photograph. This beach is one of the top stops with Oahu Photography Tours! You’ll 
never want to leave, but we don't want you to miss our lunch stop.


Having worked up our appetites, we stop for lunch at Ono Steaks & Shrimp Truck which offers 
authentic Hawaiian specialties, such as locally caught fish that you can have grilled or in tacos, 
Kalua pork, Malasadas and other ono (Hawaiian for delicious) options.


We continue onwards a series of unforgettable Oahu attractions: Makapu’u Beach Lookout, 
Halona Blow Hole Lookout, Sandy Beach, and Lana’i Lookout where you’ll capture the 
stunning East Oahu sea cliffs and be left breathless from the unique beauty of it all.


For our final stop for the day will at Hanauma Bay, a protected marine life conservation area 
formed in 1967. Staring out at this 32,000-year-old circular-shaped late stage volcanic 
eruption, Hanauma Bay, your first instinct will be to reach for your camera, and we say go for 
it! 




Sunset & Fireworks Photo Tour 
 
Tour length: 7.5 hours 

Pick up:  1:00 PM +/-30m

 
Drop off: 8:15 PM 


Availability: Friday


Sites visited: 

•   Hanauma Bay

•   Halona Blow-Hole

•   Makapu'u Lookout

•   Ono Steaks & Shrimps

•   Waimanalo Bay

•   Pali Lookout

•   Tantalus

•   Magic Island

•   Fireworks


Short Description 

Our Sunset and Fireworks photography tour on Oahu will guide you through an adventure of 
visual stimulation and heart-pounding explosions. Through the drama of sunset casting color 
over unique cloud formations and a silhouetted skyline to photographing a powerful fireworks 
show, you’ll learn how to use your camera at any time of day or night. 


A simple long exposure technique is taught on this photo tour, giving you not only memories 
and quality photos to take home with you, but new skills to carry into the future. 


Did we mention we’ll be venturing to the famous windward coastline? This newly formed 
topography Oahu has been selected for many T.V. shows and Blockbuster movies. We have 
chosen the landscape because of its raw Hawaiian feel and atmosphere. 


After traveling around to bays made by volcanoes, blowholes, botanical gardens, battle 
locations, and local food stops, we will end this night photo journey with a powerful firework 
show and a little lesson in light painting. We could explain what it is exactly, but it’s better to 
witness this in person. Join us any Friday!


Long Description 

Looking for something different to do in Hawaii? Oahu Photography Tours offer the “Sunset & 
Fireworks" Photography Tour” every Friday. This event is fantastic! We start by photographing 
Hanauma bay as the sun lights up its turquoise waters and abundant reefs. If you don't have 
the chance to swim in the bay, you'll have the opportunity to view it from above to capture 
panoramic photos of this world famous bay formed by a volcanic explosion. 


A short hop down the road is the Halona Blow-Hole lookout and the Kaiwi coastline. This area 
of O'ahu is much younger than the rest, and its rugged feel shows it. The blowhole is a perfect 



place to capture postcard quality photos. Eternity beach is located just below the lookout. A 
famous movie spot for many blockbuster films. 


Let's take time to stop and smell the Plumerias in a botanical garden hidden in a volcanic 
crater. Depending on the time of year, you can be overwhelmed by the pleasant scents of these 
tropical flowers. We could be lucky to snap a photo of the elusive mongoose in the garden. 


After a stop overlooking Makapu'u bay, we will fill our bellies with some delicious Hawaiian 
7.5food at Ono's Steak and Shrimp. Our guides do not like stopping at mediocre food spots. 
Ono Steak and Shrimp have built a reputation for having some of the tastiest, juiciest, 
mouthwatering food around. We don't mess around when it comes to food. 


Let's walk off that meal on the white sands of Waimanalo Bay. Voted the number 1 beach in 
America in 2015, this beach will not have you guessing why it was voted so high. The ironwood 
trees that line the shore create a dreamy look as if you are walking through a fairytale forest to 
a hidden beach you would only see in your dreams.


Ask your guide to tell you about your next stop. This location was a major turning point in the 
battles led by King Kamehameha. Over 400 hundred Hawaiians were thrown from the cliffs in 
whats known as the Battle of Nuuanu. At the Pali lookout out, you will be able to capture 
perfect panoramic photos the span from Kualoa Ranch to Kaneohe Bay, and Kailua.


Let's now find a place to set up for sunset. We have many different locations to choose from 
for your sunset photos. We don't want to label where we are going because we pay attention 
to a lot of variables for the sun as it sets. No matter what, we will find a place to watch the sun 
paint beautiful colors into the sky as it says its goodbye for the day.  

 

Did you know about the Friday night fireworks show in Waikiki? A joyful event that also 
happens to make for artistic photos! We’ll get you set up in a prime position to watch this sky 
performance as well as capture epic pictures. You’re going to love this!


Don’t worry, shooting in low light may be intimidating but we’ll teach you how to use your 
camera to play with light and darkness and to take stellar photos during darker times of the 
day. It’s easier than you might think! You’ll be able to carry these techniques and skills with you 
into the future, and the photographs you’ll capture from this photo tour will astonish you! This 
tour is a unique thing in Hawaii to do.


The Full Moon Tour  
 
Tour length: 3 hours 
 
Pick up: *Tell guests: Pick up is 1 hour before moonrise 


Drop off: 3 hours from pick up time 

Availability: Bi-monthly 




Sites visited: 

•    East Oahu for the Full Moon

•    Views of Rabbit Island

•    Makapu’u Beach Light House 

•    Long Exposure at local beaches 

•    Steel Wool Light Painting 


Short Description 

Watch the moon emerge from the ocean’s horizon and capture one-of-a-kind photographs of 
this celestial body’s magnificent beauty on Oahu Photography Tour’s bi-monthly Full Moon 
Tour. We’ve designed an evening of play for anyone interested in photography.


Tripods are provided to let you experiment with shutter speeds and capture a variety of 
impressions of the moon’s beauty. Create scenes in your images by photographing the moon 
beside a lighthouse, a volcanic island, or if you’re lucky, the moon will cast a ‘lunar rainbow’! 


Be treated to steel wool photography, a shockingly simple yet deceptively complicated fire-like 
photo technique that never fails to amaze the eye! Photograph the white sand along the beach 
as the moon lights it up in such a way you will have to stop and catch your breath. 


Long Description 

Twice a month, Oahu Photography Tours offers our Full Moon Tour. On both the night of the full 
moon and the evening before, when the moon is a sliver shy of fullness, we offer the chance to 
watch this celestial body slowly emerge from the ocean’s horizon. Both nights are fantastic and 
provide a one-of-a-kind opportunity!


Watching the full moon rise out of the sea is a stunning privilege! It’s possible to take top 
quality and stunning photographs during this monthly Full Moon Tour event. We provide tripods 
for every participant, allowing you the perfect camera stability to experiment with fast and slow 
shutter speeds, a way to play with your camera to capture an array of impressions of the 
moon’s feminine beauty.


With many different shooting locations to choose from, you’ll be able to create a variety of 
scenes: capture photos of the moon next to a lighthouse, a volcanic island, it’s calm reflection 
in a tide pool or even the rarest shot of a moon-bow! Moon-bows or ‘lunar rainbows’ are 
unique natural atmospheric phenomena that occur when the moon’s light is reflected and 
refracted off water droplets in the air. Maybe you’ll get lucky, and one will happen on your tour. 
They’re truly stunning!


After taking photographs of the sky’s leading lady, our dearest moon, we have an additional 
treat for you. Ever heard of steel wool photography? Well, we’ll take a walk on the beach and 
show you how to create images with a fire-like effect – it’s epic, surprisingly comfortable, and 
eye-catching.


Check your calendar to see if you’ll be in Oahu, Hawaii on the next full moon. If so, we invite 
you on our evening photography tour. We’d love to help you create once in a lifetime memory 
on the Full Moon Tour!




The Country Sunset Photo Tour 
 
Tour length: 7.5 hours

 
Pick up: 1:00 pm +/- 30min (depending on time of year)

 
Drop off: 1 hour after sunset 


Availability: Tuesday & Thursday 


Sites visited: 

•    Tantalus lookout

•    H3 Hwy

•    Byodo-In Temple

•   Kualoa Beach Park (China-mans Hat)

•   Kahana Bay Fishpond

•    Kahuku Food Trucks (not catered)

•    Kawela Bay

•    Banzai Pipeline

•    Pu'u Mahuka Lookout

•    Sunset at Turtle Beach


Short Description 

Enjoy an afternoon traveling the country coastline of O'ahu, stopping off at high lookouts, 
beautiful Buddhist Temples, ancient fishponds, Giant Banyan trees, and end with a gorgeous 
sunset on the world famous, North Shore of Oahu. 


We pick up right after lunchtime in Waikiki and head straight up Tantalus mountain for a 
panoramic view of the southern coastline of Oahu. Stretching from Pearl Harbor to the crater 
known as Diamond Head. This first stop will get you excited for what else is to come. 


We continue the day traveling the windward coast of Oahu, stopping at most people "bucket 
list" locations. This is the only tour offered on Oahu where you will be standing on a North 
Shore beach for sunset. You could have a turtle laying right next to you as the sun turns the sky 
into great colors. 


Long Description 

Pickup for your Country Tour will happen just after lunch in Waikiki. Your driver will show you 
some good spots to eat as you head out of the Waikiki and onto Mt. Tantalus. You might even 
pass Obama's childhood home and where he attended school. 


Arriving at your first stop, you will be blown away by this view. The location is in a lot of 
guidebooks but does not see the foot traffic as other lookouts. Due to its size, only smaller tour 
groups can access this area, giving you a little more peace and quiet. Smell the fresh air and 
soak in the sites cause we have a lot more to see. 


When researching your vacation to Hawaii, you might come across a favorite but illegal hike 
called Stairway to Heaven. When we drive the expensive road known has H3, you will be able 



to see if anyone is hiking this trail as we pass right by the giant cliffs of the Ko'olau mountains. 
The Pali cliffs cannot be described but only witnessed. How amazing would it be if a Buddhist 
temple had these cliffs as a backdrop? 


That brings us to our next stop, at the Byodo-In Temple. The Byodo-In Temple brings the focus 
onto architectural design and themes of spiritual mindfulness and the esoteric. The Byodo-In 
Temple has been used in many TV and Blockbuster films and is located on the island of Oahu 
in Hawaii in the Valley of the Temples.


How about a fun photo where it looks like you have an island hat? Stopping at Kualoa Beach 
Park gives you a chance to stretch your legs and feel the cool ocean breeze rushing onto the 
land. It also gives you the opportunity to have your guide take a funny picture of your group 
where one person will look like they are wearing "China-mans Hat" on their head. Also in this 
area is Kualoa Ranch, a popular location used in countless films. 


The next valley over is Kahana Bay and the fishpond located on its shores. Legend says a 
shark protects this fish pond from anyone who is not allowed to take fish from it. A compelling 
place as it is said to be over 600 years old. 


Have you worked up an appetite yet? Let's peel back some delicious shrimps or get or fingers 
dirty will some messy hamburgers, better yet, let's chow down on some poké. You will love the 
little food stop we make in Kahuku. 


Ending a beautiful day is not complete unless you stop on Oahu's North Shore. We will take 
you to an old religious site high above Waimea Bay for a spectacular vista of surfers paradise. 
The North Shore, known around the surfing community as the 7-mile miracle. We have many 
locations to choose from while waiting for the sun to drop and do its thing, lighting up the sky. 


If the waves are big and scary, we will be sure to take you to the Banzai Pipeline to watch the 
surfers risk it all while riding mother nature. Perhaps the waves are nowhere to be found the 
day of your tour, have no fear; That means there are turtles near. What about if you come 
during whale season? Well just ask our guides to point them out to you. It won't be so hard 
with over 6000 coming to our islands every winter. 


This tour is an extraordinary and unique opportunity to see Oahu and get out of the hustle and 
bustle of Waikiki. We will offer the tour twice a week, so space is limited. Ocean you know the 
day you can come, go ahead and book your tour.  


Private Tours 

Tour length: TBD

 
Pick up: At Waikiki Hotel 

 
Drop off: At Waikiki Hotel


Availability: 7 Days a Week


Any of our regular tours may be purchased for an individual experience. We have two different 
prices for every tour depending on the number in the group. 1-4 passengers and 5-10 
passengers are the different price points. 




Perhaps you are looking to have one on one assistance with the guide to bring your 
photography skills to the next level. Or you could be waiting to enjoy a special day with your 
family and no one else. 


We recommend anyone needing special attention, such as disabilities, physical conditions, or a 
hungry baby to think about taking a private tour. 

The best thing about the private tour is that you’re in control. While the locations will stay 
similar to our popular tours, you may choose to stay longer at the beach to soak it all in or 
leave at any time if you’re in a time crunch. 



